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Part III: Scintillation effects
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ABSTRACT

This paper concerns the effect of scintillation on the detection range of infra¡ed sensors, where frame rate appears to play an
important role. During EOPACE scintillation measurements were ca¡ried out over the Monterey and San Diego nay. For this
purpose 2 kinds of sou¡ces were used, either a source, modulated with 1000 Hz, or a DC searchlight source. The detector *as a
silicon detector with a na¡row bandfilter around 0.85 pm. The results show that scintillation is always present, even when locally
the air to sea temperature difference (ASTD) is close to zero. This indicates that large ASTD variations may occur along the
measurement path. The magnitude of the scintillation agrees reasonably well with the thiory. This means a big advantage for high
frame rate sensors in comparison with low frame rate sensors for detection of point targets at low elevation.

Ke]¡words: transmission, turbulence, scintillation, atmosphere, boundary layer, EOpACE, infra¡ed, IRST, point target detection.

I.INTRODUCTION

One of the contributions of TNo-FEL at EOPACE was the setup of a ftansmissometer at low elevation over water. Because of
the length of the measurement path (more than 15 km) and the fact that the line of sight was close to grazing the water surface, the
location was found to be of interest to the Royal Netherlands Navy. Such paths are likely to occur in t¡e ¿etection process of sea
skimming targets with IR sensors. Coastal environments tend to show sàrious deviatiãns in propagation characteristics of the
atmosphere. This was for example observed in the North Sea coastal area during MAPTIP l, a trial organized by NATO Resea¡ch
Study Group 8, but also in a national experiment over water between Scheveningen and MPN (a platform in the North Sea) 2,r.
The deviations, mainly due to atmospheric inhomogeneities and layering, have a cãnsiderable impact on range prediction models.

n can be expected due to the relatively cold water and hot desert
ith various international contributions guaranteed a high degree

e.

e as that used in 1976, for propagation measurements over an
es in the 3-5 pm or 8-14 ¡rm spectral band. In addition 3_5 ¡rm

ati. Finally scintillation measuremenrs were made with a Near IR
(0'85 ¡rm) t¡ansmission link, close to the IR lines of sight. A detailed description is given in a preliminary report 5.
This paper deals with the results of the scintillation measurements. First a crude impressìon will be given of the impact of
scintillation on the detection range of IR sensors for long range point ta¡gets. Then the measurement setup will be described in
more detail as well as the method of analysis. Data will be presented for both the Monterey and San Diego measurement locations
under various conditions. The results will be compared with expected scintillation values, based on ASTD and CNSe (C/v2)
measurements.

2. IMPACT OF SCINTLLATON ON DETECTION RANGE

The detection range for an IR sensor is directly related to the irradiance
background at the enEance pupil of the sensor. The irradiance ]evel
approximately given by:

l, (n)=
exp(-on) u,(n)

level, i.e. the contrast of the point target 
^W 

and its
I¡(R) for a certain frame number i and range R is

(1)
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al law exp (-oR) with o the total extinction coeffrcient. This
I ¡rm and 8.5-l I pm). MdR) is a modulation function, which

t sources at long ranges. M¡(R) is referred to as the scintillation
that the signar is marked as a candidate detection when a certain

signal threshold is passed. The location of this candidate is noted and the next frame is checked for another th¡eshold crossing atthe same location' If this happens 3 out of 4 or 4 out of 5 frames, this candidate detection becomes a real detection (conñrmed
track).
An example of the behaviovr of M¡(R) is shown in Figure l. The possible values of the function M¡ increase with range. The curve
in Figure I has been determined experimentally, but the behaviou¡ conesponds with model predictions such as IR-Tool ó, or thebulk model of Kunz 7. Because of the rather high frequencies in the scintillation spectrum the signal peaks in the image frames
vary with tens of Hz. This means that for a frame rate of I Hz, the peaks in two consecutive frames are completely uncorrelated.

1
M¡ (R)
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Figure 1. Behaviou¡ of scintillation function M¡(R).

For higher frame rates (eg. 50 Hz), almost always a high peak is observed in at least one of the 50 frames, recorded duringI second (see also Kunz 3). This leads to the conclusion that the impact of scintillation on detection range for low fiame rate
sensors can be nesative and for high frame rate sensors positive, as illustated in the following example. Co-nsider two hypothetic
sets of sensors, with the same detector array and optics, but with different frame rates, as speciired in Table 1.

Table l. Specifications of hypothetic sensor sets.

Set I Set 2

spectral band 3.6-4.1 um 3.6-4.1 um
pupil diameter 180 mm 180 mm
detecto¡ array 180 el. Stass. I 80 el. Stass.
field of view 25ff) x 75(Ð mrad 25N\x 75lH) mrad
frame rate lHz 5OHz
NEI per frame 5.1O-ls 1ry¡..2 3.5.1O-ta wcm2

Both sensor sets have the same number of picture elements per frame, so the noise bandwidths for set I and set 2 a¡e 4o0Hz and
20 kllz' We assume that set 2 has a poorer scan efficiency but less l/f noise problems. We also assume that the signal processing
behind set 2 will average the pictures and select the highest peak of each 50 frames.
The range performance for both sets, taking into account the implications of Formula (l) and Figure I concerning scintillation, is
presented in Figure 2. In the calculations, the extinction coeff,rcient owas assumed to be 0.07 km-l and the rignïio nàir" rutio
was 5.
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Fisure 2. Range performance for high (-----) and low frame (...-) rate sensor as function of target radiant intensity; middle

curve (-) no scintillatiJn, both sets; G---) and (.....) curves with scintillation'

Forthisexample,thescintillationreducestherangeperforatesetfrom30.6lrrlto24.2kmfora2Wsr
target. For the high u"*"ì"'" set' the range performance ion from 30'6 km to 39'2km' The operational

uãíunog" of an increase in range of 15 km by choosing a

General information on rhe va¡ious instrumentatill and¡etun ttg 1"I P.u'?o:: "T 
b:lllj:Î the testplan 8' The TNO-FEL

transmission locations in the Monterey Bay and San Diego Bay areas aÍe inåicate¿ in the maps in Figures 3 and 4'

mountedataheightoflOmabovemeanwaterlevelnearMossLandingPier.The
w of room l30l of Mont"r"y Huiu Hoi"iu, u height of 16.5 m above mean water level'

was,Zkm. Unfortunately pa,, oi,t" *unt*ssioìr path (about 1 km) was over the beach

Table Z'The radiant intensity is given for the spectral response
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.
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Line of Sight (LoS; s¡n16 transmissomerer ar Monrere y Bay,4-l5March 1996.
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The detector signal

frequencY limits 0.1

signal to noise ratio

could be achieved

transmission c is simply obtained from

1 =lf 462. (signal in bits) or r =!932' (signal in bits) (2)

for the Monterey resp San Diego site, obtained from the laboratory calibration procedure. The signal was recorded during 4

ed with the same receiver. The radiant intensity in the

in the frequency band 0.1 Hz-l kHz and sampled with

ods of 20 seconds'

BPW34 +filter 898
2600k 4.7T84 Watlm2 sr

0.40 0.60 o'80 1.00 120

V/avelength frm)

Figure 5. Relative spectal response of Nea¡ IR transmissometer'

Analysis of both the AC and DC signal provides direct information on the scintillation in the atmospheric path' The average signal

and the statisti ated with simultaneous weather measurements'

In addition to nt source' emitting about 200 Wsr in the 3'54"7 pm band'

where the Cin One camera (64x64 FPA) was in the focus of a 200 mm

diameter, 500 mm focal lenglh optical system, providing 0.1 mrad resolution. A second crrmera (with 160 x 120 elemen*) *_T

equipped with the søndard 50 *,' lens, providing t mraã resolution'-The images were unrt

from Cincinnati IRC-DCB2, in burss of 128 consecutive frames in 12 bits dynamic ran i":
all target pixels with respect to the background was calculated, which provides a ln a

25 second period.

4. RESULTS

A first impression of the transmission over Monterey Bay over 4 sec time periods is given in Figure 6 for 1l and 12 Ma¡ch

a¡ound noon. on the llù the wind was g m/sec from land (Sãuth). The air andwater temperatures were both close to 15oc (see

Figure g). The scintillation over thez2krîpath is charac tei'rzedby (standard deviation STD/average AVG = 0'35) and the average

transmission was about 0'08'

Rema¡kable was that earlier in the morning the windspeed was much smaller while the scintillation was almost as strong as at

noon (- 0.3). The ASTD was about -2oc at g o,clock and probably this thermal unstable situation leads to convective activity

producing the observed scintillation. At noon, the sf¡atihcaiion was close to neut¡al, and apparently the mechanical turbulence

produced by the wind caused the observed scintillation. when the wind speed decreased in the afternoon' while the ASTD
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remained about 0'5oc' the scintillation decreased by more than a factor 2 (<o.ls).Note that the meteo parameters were measuredat Moss Landing and may not be representative for trre whole üansmission path. 
Lçtço parameters were m(
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Figure 6' Two examples of 0.85 Bm transmission data over Montere y Bay (22km) on ll and l2March lgg6.

Also remarkable is the magnitude of the fluctuations in Eansmission. The maximum is about 3 times larger than the average, whilethe minimum was about 2 times smaller than the average. This behaviour is similar tr the prediction based on the MdR)curves inFigure 1 ' Figure 7 shows the va¡iation of srD/AVG *ith ti,n" for the 1û ; Mä;i, r1å""tä"Ts with the average transmission.The data for the 12û of Ma¡ch show stronger scintillation *ith l*;;;aks in the transmission each I or 2 seconds. The durationof an outburst was about 0'l second' From the 10 pm transmirrlon"fåiu"tween I I and l2o,clock (not shown here) we concludethat larger scal to
the 0.85 ¡rm av t 0. abotÍ 6Vo to \Vo and
The difference I I ata at Moss Landing.
processing for IR sensors ^ effect on the signal
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Variation of scintillation with time for 11 Ma¡ch' Monterey'
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Figure 9. Examples of 0.85 pm transmission measurements at san Diego.

Another impression of t¡ansmission versus time is given in Figure 9 for the San Diego site for 3 different days, 4, 5 and 7 April.
The 4ú is a day with rather homogeneous conditions; with fog slowly burning off in the morning. ït;;,r,.j;, i-LJ Juirtrrto"
peaks, similar to those in Figure 6b, due to refraction anomalies sørting a¡ound 1l o'clock.

The data presented in Figure 9 for 7 April were recorded in an early morning hazy condition, peak-peak fluctuations were still a
factor 5, but without the high frequencies.
Figure 10 shows the variation of the scintillation for the 3'd of April from 9.00 in the morning till midnight and refractive index
stn¡cture coefficient C¡y2, which is directly responsible for the magnitude of the scintillation.
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Figure 10. Example of scintillation data for 3 April 1996 San Diego and plot of Cv2 and relative humidity as function of time'
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Figure 11. Scintillation data for 4 April at San Diego versus time

Obviously, there is no correlation between both parameters.
Similarly Figure 1l shows small variations in scintillation for the 4ù of April. In the morning with low windspeed (2 m/sec), the
scintillation is high (up to 0.35). Around 14.24 the scintillation is less than 0.2 and increasing back again above 0.3 at 19.00. In
this case the growth in scintillation corresponds with an increase in windspeed to 5 m/sec. The wind di¡iction changed in the same
time from East to West (from land to sea). Air and sea temperatures were about l5"C the whole day.
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Figure l2.Example of DC source scintillation measurement (above, negative signal corresponds to more light) and fourier

spectrum (below) on l-4-1996.

The following result concerns the "DC" turbulence measurement with the DC source. In Figure 12 datz are presented for a

20 second period for the I't of April at 04.07 in the morning. Fourier transform of the data show the typical behaviour that

scintillation intensity decreases with frequency over more than 2 orders of magnitude between l0 and 200H2 and I order of

magnitude between l0 Hz and 50 Hz. This means that a frame rate of 50 Hz provides indeed the expected advantage compared to

the low frequency (1 Hz) frame rate of standa¡d IRST's.

Figure 13 shows an example of scintillation measurement from 3-5 pm imagery on the 13ú of Ma¡ch. The results a¡e similar to

those obtained with the scintillation data from the 0.85 pm setup, also shown in Figure t3- It is noted that scintillation

measurements with focal plane arrays may contain a certain amount of error due to the undersampling effect of the detector

elements. The optical system used however did show â blur, distributing the Pointspread function over several elements, reducing

greatly the undirsampling effect. Apparently the scintillation was rather independent of wavelength for this measurement

condition.
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Figure 13. Scintillation dara obtained from 3-5 pm imagery for 13 Ma¡ch 1996.

5. DISCUSSION

6 in Monterey and San Diego show that over the 22 and 15 km

(srn¡evc)z =0.496c¡t Rtl/6

(in m) and R the range (in m).
5'10'6 and R= l'5'104, one concludes that cry2 should be of the order of 10-16m-8. This is much lesss bulk model and very much less than the value of lO'la measured at the Nps buoy midway along the

According to the theory the scintillaúon should be much less in the infra¡ed, which is not confirmed by the measu¡ements. Thescintillation in the IR is still such that high frame rate imaging is prefened because the scintillation eflect leads to larger detectionranges.

nts of the refractive index), transmission peaks can occur during

ocean waves and whitecaps, resulting in row level turburence
ns, local wind fields, local variation in water depth (or beach

It is rather impractical, however, to support the scintillation m
should be realized that all these measu¡ements have to be made
case of the coastal environment simpler to work with a crude
input parameters are available, the models such as the bulk mo
the other hand, the bulk models can be validated in the meteoro
ocean scintillation is smaller than in coastal conditions.
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The scintillation.measurements in a coastal environment during EOPACE lead to the following conclusions:

- The variation in the magnitude of the scintillatiois is more-constant than would be expected from weather data'

- The magnitude of the sJintillation is less than predicted from the presently available turbulence models'

- The impact of scintillation on IR sensors leuãs to bener performan." or,rr" high frame rate sensors and degredation of the

port of model validation measr¡rements

tï"Ï;î:f"ff statement is true that

It is recommended to continue scintillation in coastal and open ocean conditions'
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